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Prestigious Award for Young Researcher’s at Nephrology Summit 2020 - Discovering New Exploration in Nephrology field

Nephrology Conference Committee is happy to declare “2nd European Congress on Nephrology, Internal Medicine and Kidney Diseases” which will be held during November 16 - 17, 2020 in Lisbon, Portugal by focus on the theme: “Mastering Medicine towards Renal Care” Nephrology Summit 2020 advancements are keeping up their energy levels and delves into vital exchanges.

Aim of Nephrology Summit 2020 Young Scientist Awards:
The aim of Young Research Forum is to motivate and unite Young researchers in the field of Nephrology, Internal Medicine and Renal Diseases. The gathering gives a dynamic place for discussing about potential and progressing research in any stage from initial thought to results in field of Nephrology. The gathering endeavors to provide a friendly environment to allow young researchers to get feedback on their work, exchange experience, pose inquiries and investigate pathways open to them. In addition, the forum stimulates interaction between young researchers, experienced specialists and industry.

Nomination for Youthful Researcher’s Awards at Nephrology Summit 2020: Young Researcher Forum - Outstanding Masters/Ph.D./Post Doctorate theory work Presentation, only 25 presentations are satisfactory at the Nephrology Summit 2020 youthful research gathering.

Guidelines for Young Researchers Forum

Topics

Areas of interest include all aspects of Nephrology, Internal Medicine and Renal Diseases.

What are the Pros?

• Young Scientist Award recognition authentication and memento to the champs.
• Our gatherings give best Platform to your research work through oral presentations.
• Find out about profession improvement with all the most recent advancements by systems administration.

• Young Scientists will get proper and auspicious data by this Forum.
• Stage for coordinated effort among young researchers for better improvement.
• Give a chance to explore cooperation and set up senior specialists over the globe in the field.
• Offer the thoughts with both prominent scientists and tutors.
• It’s an incredible benefit for young researchers to find out about the exploration regions for extending their research information.

Eligibility

• Participation is available to any individual who thinks about himself/herself a young researcher, needing to share investigate thoughts and (fundamental or develop) results with their companions and searching for a chance to inspire and be inspired and find about research ways in the field of Nephrology and Renal Diseases. The young researcher should have minimum 5 years of research experience.
• The Post-Graduate students, Post-doctoral colleagues and Junior faculty with at least 5 years of research experience in nephrology field are also eligible for YRF.
• Presentation must be into logical sessions of the gathering.
• Each Young Researcher or Young Scientist can submit just one paper (author or co-author).
• Age limit should be under 35 years of age.
• All submissions should be in English only.

Criteria for Selection

• Grandstand your exploration through oral presentations.
• Find out about profession advancement and the most recent research apparatuses and advances in field of Nephrology.
• This gathering will give relevant and opportune data to the individuals who lead explore and the individuals who use and advantage from inquire about
Nephrology.

- Build up an establishment for joint effort among youthful scientists.
- The gathering will give a chance to collegial collaboration with other young scientists and built up senior investigators over the globe.
- Interact and share ideas with the both companions and tutors.
- Open door for young researchers to find out about the research areas of their companions to build their ability as multidisciplinary scientists.
- Effectively disperse data and advance the advantages of training and vocation matters.

**Proceedings**

The prize winning papers will be considered for production in the worldwide diaries once the paper is exposed to standard audit strategies.

**Formatting and Submission Instructions**

Applicants applying for the Young Researcher Award ought to send their resume and a letter of suggestion (from an exploration guide for understudies or a senior employee) to nephrology@europemeet.com alongside the online application form in the Nephrology Summit 2020.

Nephrology Summit 2020 gives best stage to extend your system, where you can meet researchers, specialists and CROs from around the globe. It's your opportunity to get the chance to join Nephrology Summit 2020 for advancing your research article and to encourage renowned honor in all classes. In this distinction, we search forward for your commitment and bewildering dedication to make our Nephrology Summit 2020 progressively effective.
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